Position Summary:
The Teenscape Counselor will serve as an adult responsible for youth in a traveling day camp. Teenscape Counselor will be responsible for a group of teens that travel to a different activity location in the surrounding areas daily. Camp runs Monday-Thursday.

Supervision Received:
Receives direct supervision and performance reviews by the Teenscape Director and Recreation Supervisor.

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
- General knowledge of camp activities including, but not limited to, arts and crafts, games, swimming, contests and special events.
- Current CPR/First Aid certification.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:
- Arrive to work on time, as scheduled.
- Responsible for assigned groups of campers while on camp trips and at camp location.
- Responsible for the safety and security of campers while at camp.
- Communicate daily with Teenscape Director.
- Assume responsibility for the safety of campers, and report all incidents to the Camp Manager.
- Responsible for care of equipment and supplies.
- Provide the daily care of each camper within his/her supervision including recognition of personal health needs.
- Follow camp objectives, rules, policies, and guidelines.
- Lead and assist with the teaching of activities.
- Assist in program areas when needed.
- Participate in and engage enthusiastically in all camp related activities.
- Set a good example to campers and others in regard to general camp procedures and practices including sanitation, schedule, and sportsmanship.
- Perform other duties as assigned.

Qualifications:
- Must be at least 18 years of age.
- Must be able to adjust to flexible working hours based on daily trip.